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FANTASTIC WORLD OF
CLAUS BRUSEN
Ole Lindboe
Danish artist Brusen transforms the natural world with highly detailed style, decorating things of the forest and little people with
flower petals of great beauty. Fairies, elves, gnomes, magic mushrooms, and an aura of surreal eroticism and luminous darkness
prevail. Forty-six high quality full-colour plates showcase this lustful and playful universe among those his Spectrum 12. entry
image Ladybird flying to the land of make-believe. Brief text describes his vision for his individual paintings and Danish Art-Critic
Ole Lindboe writes about Claus Brusen and his genre in a historical perspective.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: Ole Lindboe is a Danish art critic working freelance today and writing many articles for Newspapers
and magazines. His activity level also grabs tours he arrange for art-lovers around the world and he has written more than 30 art
books over the years..
120 pages, 245x245mm, colour illus, January 2006, HB
8799063611 (9788799063611), £14.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

ROOSEVELT
José Roosevelt
Retrospective book about Brazilian painter José Roosevelt, a magic realist/Surrealist who now lives in Switzerland. This artist is
also a fantastic comic book writer, who has over 10 comic books on his CV. He is a member of the society around Carrusel Luvré
in Paris.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: José Roosevelt is a Brazilian painter and comic book writer, heavily inspired by Salvador Dali, but with
more focus on the humour. Roosevelt has painted over 600 paintings during his long carrier. Roosevelt lives and works in
Lausanne, Switzerland with his wife Fabienne where he has been living for the past 20 years. Roosevelt has exhibited all over the
world and are in many collections all over Europe and USA.
204 pages, 295x295mm, colour illus; HB
8799214792 (9788799214792), £34.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

SHADOWPLAY
Mark Wilkinson
This is the first book which features all the best work by British illustrator Mark Wilkinson, best known for his cover-art for
Rockbands like Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Marillion and Fish, just to mention a few. The book features his entire career since the
beginning of the eighties when starting to work for British Progressive Rock band Marillion. A master of Airbrush.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: British illustrator Mark Wilkinson is one of England's leading illustrators today, working for many rock
bands on their cover artwork. It is very important in the Rock business to have an eye-catcher selling their music as well as the
artists need to be very skilful to accompany the music..
REVIEWS: "sumptuous... beautifully designed…" -- Record Collector April 2010 "Plenty to feast your eyes in in this exceptional
book." -- Classic Rock Feb 2010 "A vibrantly stunning and enjoyable collection of richly colourful creations and the stories behind
them." -- Metalhammer Magazine April 2010. Also reviewed in Fireworks Rock Magazine, along with an extensive author
interview, March 2010,
168 pages, 230x320mm, colour illus; January 2009,
HB, 8799214733 (9788799214730), £29.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

BENIGN ICONS
Patrick Woodroffe
Acclaimed imaginary realist Woodroffe brings us a wonderful new collection featuring numerous new and never before seen
images. A true master of fantasy, he creates paintings inspired by the mysteries of life and nature. This volume shows the artist's
immense creativity with a fantastic collection of artwork, and he provides artist notes about context and inspiration. Long renowned
for his book and album covers, Woodroffe's work has been also been highlighted in several recent fantasy collections including the
immensely popular Dreamscape series. This book also covers the life of the artist from beginning till now.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: Patrick Woodroffe was born in Halifax on 27 October 1940. As a boy Patrick wanted to be a poet, and
he fastidiously recorded verses and dreams in a series of diaries, working jointly with text and images. His exhibitions and books
have built him a strong following and have always proved popular.
224 pages, 235x320mm, colour illus; January 2008
HB, 8799214709 (9788799214709), £29.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

DANTE
The Divine Comedy
Claus Brusen
Book & CD. Almost 50 artists from 16 countries have made their impressions of the old Dante book, his divine comedy. This
attractive volume is the catalogue for the international exhibition of these fantasy works. Starting in Denmark and then travelling to
other parts of the world. Denmark's Grand Old Man in the genre of Fantastic Fuguration, Carsten Svennson 83 year is the guest of
honour on this exhibition beside of him this volume includes Mark Wilkinson, Gil Bruvel, David Bowers, Patrick Woodroffe, Steven
Kenny, Agostino Arrivabene, Claus Brusen and many, many more. This catalogue also contains a CD with music composed for
this exhibition, by Eugene Later, a Dutch composer.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: Claus Brusen is a Danish Artist and Curator who's behind many great exhibitions around Europe during
the past four years. He also works as a publisher for books on magic realism..
92 pages, 220x310mm, colour illus; January 2009
PB, 8799214725 (9788799214723), £9.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

IMAGINAIRE I
Magic Realism 2008-2009
Claus Brusen
Text in English & French. This showcases 47 of the best artists in the field of magic realism, showing the nature and diversity of
the style with almost 200 images. The most important Guest of Honour is Claude Verlinde from France with 16 pages of his art.
Other artists featured with a few paintings (or sculpture) each, include Claus Brusen, David Bowers, Steven Kenny, Gil Bruvel,
Kinuko Craft, Wolfgang Harms, Ernst Fuchs, Michael Fuchs, Brigid Marlin, Miriam Escofet, Jack Lipowczan and others. This is the
first volume of an annual gallery collection of magic realism. Text in English and French. This book is also made as a tool for
Galleries and curators world-wide in search for new names and inspiration for the future. One copy is given away to Galleries
world-wide working in this field as a working tool for both artists represented as well as the Galleries representatives to choose
from.
146 pages, 230x320mm, colour illus; January 2008
HB, 8799214717 (9788799214716), £24.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

IMAGINAIRE II
Magic Realism 2010
Claus Brusen
Text in English & French. This showcases 50 of the best artists in the field of magic realism, showing the nature and diversity of
the style with some 200 images. The most important Guest of Honour is Gil Bruvel from USA with 16 pages of his art. Other artists
featured with a few paintings (or sculpture) each, include Claus Brusen, David Bowers, Steven Kenny, Kinuko Craft, Wolfgang
Harms, Brigid Marlin, Margaret Bowland, Stephanie Henderson, Bruno Di Maio and others. Beside the artists it will also feature a
piece from Jon Beinart, a publisher from Downunder also working very hard to get recognition for the art of the imaginative. This is
the second volume of an annual gallery collection of magic realism.

168 pages, 230x320mm, colour illus; January 2009
HB, 8799214741 (9788799214747), £24.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

IMAGINAIRE III
Magic Realism 2011
Claus Brusen
This edition showcases the best of the best in Magic Realism -- Fantasy Art. Here is new work from David M Bowers, Gil Bruvel,
Steven Kenny and many, many more. This year the spotlight is on Dutch artist Michael Hiep as well as other Dutch artists in the
field. Features the work of 50+ artists from all over the world.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: Claus Brusen is a Danish Artist and Curator who's behind many great exhibitions around Europe during
the past four years. He also works as a publisher for books on magic realism.
208 pages, 225x310mm, colour illus, October 2010, HB
8799214784 (9788799214785), £24.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

QUADRANT FANTASY
Claus Brusen
Catalogue for a big exhibition of Magic realism and Gothic Art curated by Claus Brusen in co-operation with Strychnin Gallery held
at FANTASMUS in Denmark. Well over 60 images in full colour and a few in black-and-white from some 46 artists from around the
world, such as David Stoupakis, Patrick Woodroffe, Mark Wilkinson, David Bowers, Steven Kenny and Richard Kirk, just to
mention a few. A fine little catalogue with some of the best artists in Fantasy and Gothic Art.
96 pages, 205x200mm, colour illus; April 2010
PB, 8799214776 (9788799214778), £9.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

THE ART OF DARON
MOURADIAN
Karen Mikaelyan
Armenian symbolist Mouradian stretches the boundaries of reality to the breaking point! His gloriously surreal canvases are
bursting with colour and activity. Gifted with the technical proficiency of Daniel Merriam or Michael Parkes, and armed with a
hallucinogenic imagination, Mouradian is a universe unto himself. Swarthy gypsies battle flying fish while Rubenesque ladies
balance atop dachshunds, and that's just the first page! This is fine art and humour combined into one persons imagination, this is
a showcase of madness but with a touch of happy humour.
AUTHOR INFORMATION: Karen Mikaelyan is an Armenian Art Historian and well respected in the Armenian culture life.
80 pages, 230x320mm, colour illus; January 2007
HB, 8799063670 (9788799063673), £24.95, Fantasmus-Art Aps

BEYOND HORROR
HOLOCAUST
A Deeper Shade of Red
Chas Balun
The horror film is the most resilient of all movie genres. It has endured for decades by changing with the times. It is an art form that
has always catered to our deepest, darkest fears. Since the first edition of 'Horror Holocaust' published in 1986, there has been
lots of blood beneath the bridge and it is now time for cult writer Chas. Balun to spill more critical ink! This is an updated version of
the earlier book that will thrill any horror movie fan! More than just another average horror movie book, it is a stimulating explosion
of fascinating facts, graphic stills and witty surmise researched and written by leading horror movie authority. This new book
examines forty years of the darkest and most shocking horror movies ever produced with scrutinising detail through the eyes of
both critic and a fan. Each blood-splattered page is loaded with details and information regarding hundreds of shocking fright films
that have pushed the limitations over the past 4 decades. Complete with index and extensive filmography and over 150 blooddrenched movie illustrations from the cinema's most wicked horror films, the book also serves as a great reference guide that any
horror movie connoisseur should have in their library.
256 pages, 215x280mm, b/w film stills, June 2003, PB
1888214082 (9781888214086), £19.50, Fantasma Books

SHOCK MASTERS OF THE
CINEMA
Loris Curci]
This book contains fascinating interviews with the world's leading horror filmmakers. Unlike most film books, this book goes
behind-the-scenes of shock films to their creators to learn all the secrets behind the production of such films. The book allows the
filmmakers to express their interests, aspirations, and disappointments.
150x230mm, b/w photos, January 1996, PB
1888214007 (9781888214000), £16.99, Fantasma Books

SLEAZE CREATURES
2ND EDITION
An Illustrated Guide to Obscure Hollywood Horror Moves 1956-1959
D. Earl Worth
This book thoroughly examines 50 of the most obscure and horrible horror and science fiction movies ever made, with
photographs and behind-the-scenes anecdotes. Films featured include: I Was a Teenage Werewolf; It Conquered the World;
Attack of the Crab Monsters; Bride of the Monster; The Amazing Colossal Man; Daughter of Dr Jekyll; Invasion of the Saucermen
and Attack of the Fifty Foot Woman. Illustrated with many rare movie photographs.
256 pages, 215x280mm, b/w film stills; April 2002, PB
1888214023 (9781888214024), £19.50, Fantasma Books

SPAGHETTI NIGHTMARES
Italian Fantasy-Horrors As Seen Through the Eyes of Their Protagonists
Luca M Palmerini & Gaetano Mistretta
This is a forty year journey through Italian horror films. This book grants producers, directors, screenwriters, make-up artists, and
actors an opportunity to express their views and opinions, as well as their personal hopes and disappointments through a series of
fascinating interviews. Includes an extensive filmography of Italian films plus numerous rare and uncensored stills from the
filmmakers themselves.
192 pages, 215x280mm, b/w & colour photos, January 1996, PB
0963498274 (9780963498274), £21.99, Fantasma Books

